Global Military Infrastructure and Logistics Market 2015-2019

Description: About Military Infrastructure and Logistics

Military Infrastructure and Logistics services are an essential element for the optimum functioning of the armed forces. The construction of modern military facilities with proper secure communication channels and technological integration is in demand today. Timely delivery and adequate supply of essential elements such as ammunition, ration supplies, vehicles, and equipment to military bases for their sustained operation form the cornerstone for the popularity of these services. The market is characterized by innovative offerings and customized solutions aligned with military requirements.

The analysts forecast the Global Military Infrastructure and Logistics market to grow at a CAGR of 1.29 percent over the period 2014-2019.

Covered in this Report
This report covers the present scenario and growth prospects of the Global Military Infrastructure and Logistics market for the period 2015-2019. The report considers three major segments of the Global Military Infrastructure and Logistics market based on the types of services provided: Military Infrastructure, Military Logistics Services, and Military FMS.

The report, Global Military Infrastructure and Logistics Market 2015-2019, has been prepared based on an in-depth market analysis with inputs from industry experts. The report covers the Americas, the APAC region, Europe, and the MEA region; it also covers the Global Military Infrastructure and Logistics market landscape and its growth prospects in the coming years. The report also includes a discussion of the key vendors operating in this market.

Key Regions
- Americas
- APAC
- Europe
- MEA

Key Vendors
- AECOM
- ANHAM
- Dyncorp
- KBR
- Lockheed Martin

Other Prominent Vendors
- American International Contractors
- Aselsan
- Cabletel
- Claxton Logistics
- Colas
- Fluor
- Genco
- Honeywell
- Klinge
- Mantech International
- Minrav
- One Network
- Reeves

Market Driver
- Infrastructure Modernization Programs by Developed Countries

For a full, detailed list, view our report
Market Challenge
- Budget Cap on Military Expenditures
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Market Trend
- Emergence of NCW-based Communication Infrastructure
- For a full, detailed list, view our report

Key Questions Answered in this Report
- What will the market size be in 2019 and what will the growth rate be?
- What are the key market trends?
- What is driving this market?
- What are the challenges to market growth?
- Who are the key vendors in this market space?
- What are the market opportunities and threats faced by the key vendors?
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of the key vendors?

The report is also available as part of our annual subscription offer. Please get in touch with our customers service team in order to find out more.

The report is also available as part of our annual subscription offer. Please get in touch with our customer service team in order to find out more.
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